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ABSTRACT: 

 

Dhepa Dhuliya is a popular folk dance performed in most parts of the Darrang and undivided Kamrup 

districts in the State of Assam. Dhepa Dhuliya was generally performed in a wedding ceremony or on other 

social occasions such as Churakaran, Upanayan, Krishna-Pushkarini Pratistha programme etc. during the 

olden days. The dance form performed by six or eight dhuliyas and the dhol used in the program along 

with its performers and their costumes are unique. In this paper, detailed discussion will be held on all these 

elements of Dhepa Dhuliya in addition to highlighting measures for the resolution to the threats that this 

folk culture faces at present. This paper is prepared in Narrative Method, taking some reference books as 

the secondary source of the information.   

 

INTRODUCTION: 

 

Fascinated with the infinite and splendid beauty of nature, sensitive human being collects themes for song 

and dance from her.lap to reflect the aesthetic beauty of life. Observing the natural phenomena, people 

compose the song and dance by blending their own emotions and perceptions to express the hopes and 

aspirations, joy and sorrows of life through dramatic activities. Basically, dramatic performance lies under 

a song or a dance form. The integrated form of song, dance, musical instruments and acting creates the folk 

drama. The story, creator, director and actor of the folk drama are the people of the society and so it can be 

said that the folk drama is expanded all around the rural society. 

 

Selection of Subject and objective: 

 

In this paper, we have taken the Dhepa Dhuliya culture of the Darrang district of Assam as the subject-

matter for our discussion. In view of the length and time of discussion, we have not covered any other folk 

dramatic culture of the district like Ojapali, Khulia Bhaoriya etc. in this paper. In the cross juncture of time, 

these cultural forms are on the verge of extinction. The main objective of the discussion is to bring the 

culture in to the notice of the upcoming generation and to keep it alive.  

 

Method: Mainly descriptive  is used to discuss the topic. Field survey also used here.     

 

Main Subject Matter: 

 

Dhepa Dhuliya is a popular folk dance performed in most parts of Darrang and undivided Kamrup districts 

in the State of Assam. This dance form originated on the foundation of tribal culture during the reign of 

Darrangi Rajas (Kings of Darrang) and it assumed it unique form due to their patronage1. Dhepa Dhuliya 

was generally performed in a wedding ceremony or on other social occasions such as Churakaran, 

Upanayan, Krishna-Pushkarini Pratistha programme etc. during the olden days. It was performed in Pati-

Darrang area under Old Darrang Kingdom. Another name of Dhepa Dhuliya is Chunga Dhuliya (Asomiya 

Sanskritir Konika, edited by Paramananda Rajbanshi and Narayan Das, page 165). 
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A. Dhepa Dhol 

 

Dhepadhol is the most essential traditional musical instrument of Dhepa Dhuliya folk drama. It is noted for 

its unique heavy sound. Dhepadhol is a cylindrical shaped drum. It is 1.5 meter in length. It comprises of 

a tapered left end. This dhol is covered at both ends with goat skins of several layers. The cover in the right 

end of the Dhepadhol has a small hole through which performers filled water so as to get the thud like the 

sound of lightning. The right end of the dhol is beaten with hand while the left end is beaten with curved 

stick.They also used another one type of instrument apart from Dhepadhol ,that’s called Bhortal   

 

B. The group of performers and Dhulia 

 

Dhepa Dhuliya is usually danced in a group of six or eight performers. It involves one Ghai Dhuliya or 

Gayak, a Pali (assistant Dhuliya), two Aag Taaluwois (forefront cymbal player) and four or more Pas 

Taaluwois (cymbal player at back). All of them perform the dance with artistic style creating various mode 

of melody with acting. The song played here, is an important part of Dhepadhulia. Usually the song is 

called “Gaahan”. Through these songs, we know about the social life of different societies in a comedy and 

dramatic way. These songs are usually composed in darrangi dialect. These songs are like this…… 

      Ek paisar chajar gura dui paisar lali 

     Tare logat michal diya brahamputrar bali 

     Bepar kori bepar kori paisa palo aana 

     Patharughatate kini pellow tinta chagalir chana(collected by Jyotish Kumar Nath,Age37, Sipajhar)    

 

 

C. Badi or Modes of Melody 

 

While performing the dance, the Dhulias create different kinds of Badis or modes of melody. These modes 

of melody are christened as Kotabadi, Khorbadi, Khedabadi, Khundabadi, Gorbadi, Devabadi, 

Namkotabadi, Nindabadi, Patalibadi.  

 

D. Types of Dhepa Dhuliya Dance (Nas): 

 

The Dhulias perform different types of dance or nas in different modes. These types are called as Khuti 

Nas, Noriya Nas, Soroki Pason Nas. In addition to them, some other types are termed as Ugha Ghuroni, 

Sokuwa Pak, Tomal Musora, Neul Buloni, Bowoni, Bhekuli, Rowoni and Siyal Bhumuki. 

 

E. Costume of Dhepa Dhuliya Dance: 

 

The costume is one of the important features of this folk dance. Generally, the male dancers wear long 

colourful shirt called 'jama'  and the dancers clad themselves in vibrant gowns. The Gayan (singer) knee-

long 'dhoti' with gamosa, earrings and bracelet on hand, gosiyapara or durapara on face. The costumes are 

designed using the three basic colours especially red, green and blue. 

 

Threats to Dhepa Dhuliya Culture; 

 

At present, Dhepa Dhuliya culture is on the verge of extinction due to various factors. These factors that 

have posed as threats to the culture are -- the adverse impact of commercial movies, lack of preservation 

measures and lack of patrons.  

 

At present, it has been observed that the Dhepa Dhuliya culture has lost its popularity due to various modes 

of entertainment provided by technological advancement. Moreover, the legacy of the culture has come to 

an end with the death of the efficient perfomers due to lack of persons who are interested to practice it. 

Similarly,  no individuals, institutions or organizations,  including the government have come forward to 

render their patronage to the culture.  
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Measures for the Preservation of Dhepa Dhuliya Culture:  

 

Dhepa Dhuliya was a popular folk culture of Assam. Following measures should be adopted to preserve 

the culture-- 

1. Holding workshop to conduct training on the cultural practices concerned among the upcoming 

generation 

 

2. Government and organizational patronage 

 

3. Constitution of awards, scholarships, pension packages to encourage the Dhepa Dhuliya artistes, people 

involved with it and for their financial security.  

 

Conclusion: 

 

Dance is one of the most beautiful, graceful, and expressive of art forms known to the human race. Dance 

not only can express how one feels, but it can tell a story in which we would want to share. Over the course 

of time dance has intricately played an important role to all cultures today. Because of dance, we can 

connect to our cultures, and know more about how people have lived in the past. Dhepa Dhuliya is such 

kind of a dance form-- beautiful folk drama, folk culture. Special measures should be initiated to keep this 

culture alive. 
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